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Abstract 

This paper outlines a framework describing the tradeoff between inefficient markets, 

politics, and jurisdictions, and applies it to the problem of jurisdictional design. An 

extension of the Coase theorem is first presented describing how the relative imposition of 

transaction costs and wealth effects enables or prevents efficient political-jurisdictional 

change. We then present a possibilities frontier to describe the space of possible allocations 

of property rights and political authority, given the prevalence of market, political, and 

jurisdictional transaction costs; and a transformation frontier that shows the compact 

trajectory of actual allocations that obtain, given the prevalence of ideas, interests, and 

wealth effects. Together these furnish a more complete model of political-jurisdictional 

change that is used to illustrate the conditions of possible emergence or implementation of 

variously efficient institutional forms. 

Keywords: Coase theorem, transaction costs, institutions, politics, jurisdictions, 

comparative systems. 
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Exit and voice, that is, market and non-market forces, that is, economic and political 

mechanisms, are two principal actors of strictly equal rank and importance. This 

reciprocity has been lacking in recent interdisciplinary work as economists have 

claimed that scarcity and resource allocation can be successfully used for explaining 

political phenomena as diverse as power, democracy and nationalism. 

Albert O. Hirschman, Exit, Voice, and Loyalty 

 

1. Introduction: Political-jurisdictional change and the Coase theroem 

The Coase theorem originated as an account of the efficiency of property rights allocations 

as regards to the possibility of contracting solutions to the problem of externalities (Coase 

1960). It has since been extended to analysis of institutional change in the traditions of 

Chicago-style ‘politics-as-market’ economics (Stigler 1971; Becker 1983; Pelzman 1990), 

constitutional economics and public choice economics (Buchanan & Tullock 1962; 

Buchanan 1973; Cooter 2000; Parisi 2003), and new institutional economics (Vira 1997; 

North 1990; Libecap 1989b; Acemoğlu 2003). 

Yet most political interpretations of the Coase theorem take as given a prevailing 

political-jurisdictional system and describe Coasean bargains within it; for instance, how 

post-vote trades improve efficiency or otherwise, given transaction costs and institutional 

rule-constraints (Parisi 1997; Klick & Parisi 2003; Luppi & Parisi 2012). Seldom do they 

take a wider lens to the problem; to how an encompassing political-jurisdictional system is 

itself an assignment of “property rights in franchise” (Buchanan 1973: 576), and to how the 

transformation of this very system can be evaluated in light of the Coase theorem. 

Jurisdictions and policies serve to mediate the allocation of property rights in a polity. 

A seeming de facto allocation of legal entitlements can be modified by state action and 

transformed into a de jure allocation, as the result of Coasean political exchange. Given 

this, should there likewise be such a thing as the ‘jurisdictional Coase theorem’? If political 

exploits serve to reallocate property rights within the boundaries of a state then perhaps 
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we can trace the Coase-theoretic reallocative consequences of changes across jurisdictional 

boundaries too. 

A ‘political-jurisdictional Coase theorem’ (PJCT) would describe how political systems 

and jurisdictions change.  

We present a model in which de facto property rights and jurisdictions are the most 

basic connections forming the institutional structure of a polity-economy. Thus transitions 

in the structure of de jure property rights relations are a function of transitions in de facto 

property rights relations and transitions in jurisdictional relations, as well as political 

reallocations. Moreover, a Coasean reading of this model suggests that the optimally 

efficient allocation of property rights that maxmises social welfare can be achieved by 

making reallocations in markets, jurisdictions, or politics. Moreover, such a model would 

suggest that it is the relative imposition of transaction cost over different modes of 

jurisdictional change as well as wealth effects that enable or prevent variously efficient 

institutional forms. 

The political-jurisdictional Coase theorem (PJCT) accordingly states that 

Regardless of the initial allocation of legal entitlements (i.e., property rights, policies, 

jurisdictions) if transaction costs are not prohibitively high and trade in externalities 

is possible then bargaining will lead to an efficient allocation of property rights and 

political authority. 

Whether this reallocative process is efficient will depend on familiar Coasean 

assumptions pertaining to the distributive effects of the initial allocation (i.e., wealth and 

income effects) and relative impositions of political, jurisdictional, and market transaction 

costs. 

We can reinterpret many episodes from history—how things worked, but also failures 

and grievances—in light of the political-jurisdictional Coase theorem. The central claim 

made here is simply that the problem of the nation-state is the combined expression of 

non-optimal allocations of political, jurisdictional, and property rights, prohibitive 
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transaction costs, and/or perverse wealth effects. If ideal Coase-theoretic conditions were 

met then a political-jurisdictional system would indeed move toward the optimal allocation 

of property rights and political authority—of nations, states, and nation-states—in 

imperfect real-world conditions there is no such guarantee. 

 

2. The political-jurisdictional possibilities frontier 

Next we present a framework describing the tradeoff between inefficient markets, politics, 

and jurisdictions, and apply it to the problem of jurisdictional design. The framework 

adapts the Djankov et al. (2003) model of the comparative social costs associated with an 

institution to analyse the institutional structures that exist in the political-jurisdictional 

Coase theorem. Different allocations of property rights and political authority associate to 

different institutional systems, which can be arrayed along a political-jurisdictional 

possibility frontier. We consider the tradeoffs as we move around that frontier, and suggest 

further applications of the model. Our approach provides an institutional efficiency based 

approach to the evaluation of mixes of political-jurisdictional rules. 

We introduce a political-jurisdictional possibilities frontier (PJPF) to illustrate the 

space of property-authority allocations (as political-jurisdictional rules) and a political-

jurisdictional transformation frontier (PJTF) to illustrate movements about property-

authority allocations. These build on the political-jurisdictional Coase theorem from the 

previous chapter, where three sources of inefficiencies were outlined: (1) political 

transaction costs (PTCs); (2) jurisdictional transaction costs (JTCs); and (3) market 

(contracting) transaction costs (CTCs). Consequently, these form the three axes of an 

institutional possibilities space, the contours of which represent the property right 

allocations (and hence societal efficiency) that are possible for a given society. 

In this framework the efficient allocation of property rights, given the comparative 

impositions of transaction costs, is the point along the PJPF surfaces that intersection 

with a 45-degree triangular total efficiency cost minimisation plane. Yet irrespective of 
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transaction costs, whether or not a society moves toward the efficient point on the PJPF 

surface also depends on the initial allocation of legal entitlements (i.e., property rights, 

policies, jurisdictions). If a property holder cannot be adequately compensated for the 

transfer (i.e., if the other party is constrained by wealth) then no political, jurisdictional, 

or market exchanges will take place. The political-jurisdictional transformation frontier 

(PJTF) traces the path of a society within and between property-authority allocations 

(i.e., the PJPF surfaces). We use the possibilities space and the transformation frontier to 

demonstrate various political-jurisdictional transitions in some stylised examples. 

Through the institutional literature on property rights and transaction costs (e.g. the 

new institutional economics), economists have come to appreciate that good institutions 

are a prerequisite of long run economic performance (North 1990, Glaeser et al. 2004). In 

the first instance, good economic institutions must secure property rights as this enables 

people to keep the returns on their investments, make contracts, resolve disputes, and so 

on (i.e., the protective state). This in turn promotes market coordination and exchange 

and fosters conditions for economic growth. Other significant institutions include those 

that function to select political leaders and governments (i.e., voice), produce certain 

public goods and regulations (i.e., the productive state), and reallocate property and 

wealth (i.e., the redistributive state) (Buchanan 1975; Buchanan, Tollison & Tullock 

1980). Others still are those that protect citizens from the potential abuses of state 

intervention, which may involve constitutional constraints on state actions (i.e., taming 

leviathan) but also include constitutional level rules about mobility and migration of 

peoples and state jurisdiction reformation (i.e., exit). 

But how do we know which institutions are good institutions? And can they be simply 

designed or wholly transplanted from other contexts? Boettke et al. (2005, 2008) make the 

broader case for comparative historical analysis in institutional economics. Djankov et al. 

(2003) and others (e.g. Whitford & Lee 2012; Davidson & Potts 2015; in critique see 

Rosser & Rosser 2008) have used the ‘new comparative’ approach to analyse historical and 

contemporary institutions, including institutional transitions and transplantations. The 

central idea of the new comparative economics is that “to understand capitalist 

institutions, one needs to understand the basic tradeoff between the costs of disorder and 
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those of dictatorship” (Djankov et al. 2003: 595). In this framework ‘disorder’ arises when 

individuals impose harm on each other and ‘dictatorship’ occurs when the state 

(government) imposes harm on individuals. All institutional orders impose social costs in 

some way, and often an attempt to address one source of social costs will impose social 

costs from elsewhere. In recognition of the tradeoffs inherent in institutional orders the 

institutional possibility model assumes convexity to generate interior solutions. 

Our main premise is that the same arguments can be made about the mix of political-

jurisdictional institutions, but instead of social losses from disorder and dictatorship, social 

losses come from political, jurisdictional, and market exchanges. From our Coasean 

perspective, the three main obstacles that any polity-economy must overcome are market, 

political, and jurisdictional transaction costs. These inhibit efficient exchanges and optimal 

reallocation of property rights. Institutions function to mediate these threefold obstacles, 

but there is a fundamental tradeoff inherent in such control. Specifically, a polity-economy 

that attempts to redress market failures by investing more power in the state may be 

courting greater inefficiencies of government failures. Similarly, when citizens exit 

jurisdictions that are prone to government failure they sacrifice erstwhile social and 

economic agglomeration efficiencies, prompting a kind of sorting failure. Other such 

tradeoffs in reallocative efficacy exist between markets, politics, and jurisdictions. 

Analogously to Djankov et al.’s (2003) model of an institutional possibility frontier 

(IPF), the mix of political-jurisdictional institutions can be arrayed along a political-

jurisdictional possibility frontier (PJPF) that maps the mix in terms of social losses due to 

market contracting transaction costs (CTCs) versus social losses due to political 

transaction costs (PTCs) versus social losses due to jurisdictional transaction costs (JTCs). 

We use this as a framework to formulate the analytic concept of efficient political-

jurisdictional institutions. That is, to describe the efficiency of allocations of property 

rights and political authority and model the political-jurisdictional Coase theorem. 

The political-jurisdictional Coase theorem is about efficiency, but three transaction 

costs stand in the way of the perfect Coasean outcome. (1) Political transaction costs 

(PTCs): the process about deciding policy is imperfect and polity-economies often enact 
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inefficient policies. (2) Jurisdictional transaction costs (JTCs): if only citizens could create 

new jurisdictions (or move between them) costlessly, inefficient policy would have little 

consequence. (3) Market contracting transaction costs (CTCs): even if PTCs and JTCs 

prevent the polity-economy from reaching an efficient outcome, if CTCs are low citizens 

can bargain ex post facto to cure the remaining political-jurisdictional externalities. For 

our purposes the framework as presented here is a simplification; ‘everything that can go 

wrong with the Coase theorem’ has been included under the transaction costs rubric, and 

there are various other issues like information, wealth, etc. that can be additionally taken 

into consideration (which are addressed in the next sections). 

The comparative institutional approach sets up the problem of designing any institution 

as minimising the social losses associated with the tradeoff between market, political, and 

jurisdictional transaction costs. The key insight is that different mixes of political-

jurisdictional institutions are not equivalent in respect of social losses: some risk greater 

social losses due to contracting transaction costs, or market failure; others risk greater 

social losses due to political transaction costs, or government failure; others still risk 

greater social losses due to jurisdictional transaction costs, or sorting failure. 

The social losses from market failure are those that stem from coordination problems, 

free riding, agency problems, informational asymmetry, strategic bargaining, and so forth. 

Comparative institutional analyses calls for symmetrical deviations from ideal assumptions 

about motivation and information (e.g. ‘limited benevolence’ and ‘limited rationality’) in 

both private and public domains. As such, social losses from government failure are 

associated with special interests and rent seeking, regulatory capture and agency problems, 

bureaucratic administration, problems of majoritarian decision-making and voter 

irrationality, and risk distortions due to political decision-making. The social losses from 

sorting failure result from imperfect mobility processes (migration thresholds), 

constitutional constraints on jurisdictional reorganisation (absent secession clauses), 

opportunity costs of changing jurisdiction (social and economic agglomerations), cross-

border trade restrictions (tariffs, subsidies, and quotas), and legal and cultural differences. 
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In actuality social losses from market, government, and sorting failures are all 

distortative efficiency losses due to a suboptimal allocation of property rights (as per the 

Coase theorem). We have merely isolated the social losses along three dimensions because 

they appear to be suitably distinct sources of misallocation: inefficient markets, 

governments, and jurisdictions. Additionally, there might be tradeoffs between the three 

mechanisms in terms of the ability to exchange and reallocate property rights efficiently. 

That is, if attempts to address the problems of one (e.g. market failure) engender greater 

costs from another (e.g. government failure) then there is convexity to interior solutions, 

which requires each mechanism be separated along its own dimension in the model. 

Reduce 

social losses 

in: 

Impact on social losses in: 

Markets Politics Jurisdictions 

Markets — 

Greater: 

larger target for 

distributional 

coalitions 

Greater: 

opportunity costs 

of exit increase 

(no integration) 

Politics 

Greater: 

property rights 

less secure 

— 

Greater: 

duplication costs 

of exit increase 

(scale economies) 

Jurisdictions 

Greater: 

cross-jurisdiction 

market transaction 

costs increase 

Greater: 

cross-jurisdiction 

policy spillovers 

increase 

— 

TABLE 1 Tradeoffs between social losses in markets, politics, and jurisdictions 
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An outline of the tradeoffs between social losses in markets, politics, and jurisdictions is 

presented in TABLE 1 above. When market transaction costs are lowered and the social 

losses in market exchanges are reduced, increased private wealth becomes both a larger 

target and platform for distributional coalitions (i.e., special interests, electoral majorities), 

which portends to inefficacious political processes. This also has the effect of increasing the 

opportunity costs of jurisdictional exchange (i.e., rebordering, migration), as citizens must 

forgo the benefits or larger, more efficient markets and agglomerations (assuming less-than-

perfect economic integration). When political transaction costs are lowered and the social 

losses in politics are reduced, property rights of private market participants become less 

secure (reducing the efficacy of markets) and cost-benefit calculi of duplicating state 

functions become relatively less attractive (reducing efficacy of jurisdictional exchange). 

Finally, the tradeoff from reducing the social losses of inefficient jurisdictions is such that 

lowering jurisdictional transaction costs (e.g. creating many jurisdictions or making exit 

easier) increases both cross-jurisdictional market transaction costs and policy 

spillovers.The PJPF is assumed to be convex to the origin as per the standard neoclassical 

marginality assumption; e.g. marginal reductions in losses from one kind of transaction 

cost produce progressively larger increases in losses from others. This is to say that social 

losses from inefficient political interventions become larger as the efficacy of markets 

improves, or the problems of incongruous jurisdictions worsen as the political processes 

within states becomes more effectual. This assumption need not hold, and the analysis 

could be modified to accommodate PJPFs with non-convex portions. By doing so the 

model might predict multiple equilibria but the efficient point(s) would still be found on 

the convex portion of the PJPF. 

The approach we propose here builds upon Djankov et al.’s (2003) concept of an 

institutional possibility frontier that maps the tradeoff between the costs of disorder and 

the costs of dictatorship for any set of institutions aimed at some socially desirable end. 

The political-jurisdictional possibility frontier maps tradeoffs between the social losses from 

market, political, and jurisdictional transaction costs for the sets of institutions aimed at 

the social desirable end of optimal efficiently allocated property rights and political 

authority. Coase understood that the zero transaction cost models is merely a “stepping 
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stone on the way to an analysis of an economy with positive transaction costs” (1992: 717). 

A perfect institutional order could only exist in a world of zero transaction costs, whereas 

real institutional orders always face a tradeoff between the three transaction costs. 

 

FIG 1 Pairwise political-jurisdictional possibility frontier curve 

FIG 1 above depicts a pairwise political-jurisdictional possibility frontier for a polity-

economy. On the x-axis, the social losses from one of the three transaction costs (say 

market inefficiencies) are measured relative to a perfect institutional order of zero 

transaction costs. On the y-axis, the social losses from another transaction cost (say 

political inefficiencies) are measured relative to the zero transaction costs benchmark. We 

measure the costs of both transaction costs in the same units to examine the tradeoff. The 

PJPF reflects the political-jurisdictional possibilities of the polity-economy, e.g. how much 

market inefficiency can be reduced with an incremental increase in political inefficiency. A 

point on the PJPF is an allocation of property rights and political authority such that 

market inefficiency cannot be reduced without increasing political inefficiency. 

The downward sloping 45-degree line in FIG 1 holds constant the total social costs of 

(two of) market, political, or jurisdictional transaction costs. Since we measure the 

contribution of each transaction cost in the same units the point of tangency with the 
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PJPF represents the point of total loss minimisation and is therefore the efficient 

institutional choice for a given polity-economy. Put another way, this point represents the 

allocation of property rights and political authority that is optimal in the Coasean sense 

and maximises social welfare. As we have seen, the Coase theorem maintains that there are 

forces leading the polity-economy towards some 𝑃∗ 𝑋  in ℙ ∙ 𝑋), which is the point of 

tangency between the PJPF and the 45-degree total loss minimisation line. If a polity-

economy is at some property allocation 𝑃 𝑋 ∉ ℙ ∙ 𝑋)  a reallocation to 𝑃∗ 𝑋 ∈ ℙ ∙ 𝑋) 

would create aggregate welfare gains. This would require a reduction in transaction costs 

and social losses along one or multiple dimensions in the model and a movement along the 

PJPF towards the optimum. 

The standard IPF model deals with the position a polity-economy takes across a 

spectrum of institutions in dealing with the tradeoff between social losses from dictatorship 

versus disorder. It is essentially a two-dimensional loss minimisation problem. The PJPF 

model follows the same logic but forms a three-dimensional loss minimisation problem. 

Rather than dealing with social losses from dictatorship or disorder the tradeoff is between 

efficiency losses from transaction costs in markets, politics, and jurisdictions (see FIG 2 

below). In the three-dimensional loss minimisation problem the institutional possibility 

frontier is a surface instead of a curve (see FIG 3 below). The surface represents all the 

institutions (political-jurisdictional) that are possible in a polity-economy, but as has been 

shown previously, this actually also represents all allocations of property rights that are 

possible. However a polity-economy decides to do things politically, jurisdictionally and 

commercially, it ends up with some allocation of property, which might be efficient or not. 

This is contingent on the predetermined space of institutional possibilities available to the 

society, and institutions delimit transaction costs, and therefore efficiency. 

We frame the social losses due to inefficient markets, politics, and jurisdictions as the x, 

y, and z-axes of FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 below. Different points along the PJPF represent 

different allocations of property rights as afflicted by different kinds of transaction costs. 

There is an institutional structure underlying these property allocations, but we cannot 

identify what it is specifically (i.e., for reasons discussed previously). We do not describe 

what each institutional order looks like in terms of “this many jurisdictions” or “states that 
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do these policies.” Djankov et al. (2003) outline how different institutions (e.g. subsidies, 

redistributions, a federation, free markets) have different social losses due to their ability 

or inability to bring about optimal allocation of property rights (and thus produce certain 

products, policies, public goods, innovations, etc.) but that is not our task. We aim to 

show how minimising transaction costs in each of these domains will bring out the optimal 

allocation (and the associated products, policies, etc.). This is simply an analytic 

framework for the political-jurisdictional Coase theorem. 

We have seen how a de jure allocation of property rights can be decomposed into a de 

facto allocation, a structure of jurisdictions, and political reallocations. Then, as per the 

political-jurisdictional Coase theorem, the forces leading polity-economies towards some 

𝑃∗ 𝑋  in ℙ ∙ 𝑋)  are rather leading them towards some 𝑁∗ 𝐽,𝑉,𝑋  in ℕ ∙ 𝐽,𝑉,𝑋) , some 

𝐽∗ 𝑁,𝑉,𝑋  in 𝕁 ∙ 𝑁,𝑉,𝑋), and some 𝑉∗ 𝑁, 𝐽,𝑋  in 𝕍 ∙ 𝑁, 𝐽,𝑋). So underlying the movement 

along the PJPF towards the optimum are market exchanges, jurisdictional transitions, and 

changes in redistributive policies. And if a polity-economy is at some suboptimal 

𝑃 𝑋 ∉ ℙ ∙ 𝑋), reallocation to 𝑃∗ 𝑋 ∈ ℙ ∙ 𝑋) proceeds by making adjustments in any or all 

of the three domains and moving along the PJPF surface in any of the three dimensions. 

The location of the PJPF varies most significantly across societies. The political-

jurisdictional possibilities—and thus the efficiency of the allocation of property rights and 

political authority—of modern Australia, or even China, are far superior to those of Syria 

or Somalia. Australia could pursue a range of property allocations, jurisdictional systems, 

and reallocative government policies and still achieve decent outcomes. Somalia, on the 

other hand, could choose a perfect balance of property, jurisdiction, and policy for its 

PJPF and level of development and modernisation but outcomes would still be 

substandard. FIG 4 below could be interpreted as such, e.g. PJPF3 corresponding to 

Australia, PJPF2 corresponding to China, and PJPF1 corresponding to Somalia. Each 

polity-economy is at its respective optimal allocation of property rights and political 

authority, but outcomes greatly diverge. 
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FIG 2 Three-dimensional political-jurisdictional possibility frontier curves 

 

FIG 3 Three-dimensional political-jurisdictional possibility frontier surface 
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When we consider the PJPF model in its fullness, the three sets of pairwise PJPF 

curves form a bowl-like PJPF surface. Of course, the precise position and shape of the 

PJPF surfaces depend on underlying conditions (i.e., social losses and tradeoffs) but a 

general impression of the scheme is presented below in FIG 5. The three PJPF surfaces 

could be interpreted as above (e.g. Somalia the dark upper surface, China the intermediate 

surface, and Australia the lighter bottom surface) or they could represent a single polity-

economy transitioning through time. A given polity-economy can traverse the space of 

possible allocations of property rights and political authority in coming to arrive at the 

optimally efficient point that is closest to the origin. This is the point of tangency between 

the bowl-like PJPF surface and the planar total loss minimisation surface. If and when 

conditions change the PJPF surface might shift in location or deform in shape causing a 

cascade of market, political, and jurisdictional exchanges in search of the new optimum. 

 

FIG 4 Political-jurisdictional possibility frontier curves for three polity-economies 
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FIG 5 Graphical impression of political-jurisdictional possibility frontier surfaces for three 

polity-economies 

The location and the shape of the political-jurisdictional possibility frontier, and hence 

the efficient choice, are determined by a number of factors. In the Djankov et al. (2003) 

model the level of ‘civic capital’ in the relevant society determines the position of the 

institutional possibility frontier. In this way civic capital contributes to an underlying cost-

benefit calculus over the relative transactions and governance costs of various institutions 

(i.e., dictatorship versus disorder). The determinants of civic capital include the history of 

cooperation or conflict (Easterly & Levine 1997; Alesina et al. 1999), social capital 

(Putnam 1993), culture (Landes 1998), morality and ideology (Acemoglu et al. 2001; 

McCloskey 2010, 2015), and factor endowments and physical environment (Diamond 1997; 

Engerman & Sokoloff 1991, 2002). Accordingly, in the political-jurisdictional model it is 

the levels of market, political, and jurisdictional transaction costs that determine the 

position and shape of the PJPF in the relevant polity-economy. The extent of transaction 

costs (i.e., absolute levels) determine the position of the PJPF vis-à-vis the origin, and the 

tradeoffs between transaction costs (i.e., relative levels) determine the shape of the 

convexity. Polity-economies with more such civic capital, and a PJPF closer to the origin, 
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are more capable of achieving coordination and exchange among their citizens, and 

ultimately, the optimally efficient allocation of property rights and political authority. 

However there are other institutions besides civic capital that serve to delimit 

transaction costs and contribute to the position and shape of the PJPF. These include 

market-supporting institutions such as the rule of law, respect for property rights, and 

monitoring, dispute resolution, and enforcement mechanisms. Regulations, tariffs, taxes, 

and price controls, too, affect the costs of market exchange, as do the types of 

organisations that exist in the polity-economy (i.e., private, public, and cooperative). 

Improvements in market-supporting institutions and repeal of market-controlling policies 

serve to shift the PJPF inwards along the market transaction cost dimension. 

For political transaction costs, an inward shift associates not only to a general reduction 

in the costs of political decision-making and action, but also to a general equalisation of 
PTCs to be more evenly dispensed among the population, since disparities create potential 
for distributional coalitions that seek to distort policy. So political transaction costs are 

also reflected in the costs of collective action (i.e., the differential therein for distributional 
coalitions versus the public at large) and the distribution of the politically ineffective or 
unrepresented versus the politically connected or highly organised. Constitutional rules 

constraining or abetting fiscal surplus extraction, and the efficiency of taxation, 
bureaucracy, and public administration also affect the position of the PJPF along the 
political transaction cost dimension. 

Constitutional permissibility of jurisdictional change (e.g. introducing secession clauses) 

and removing barriers to citizen mobility (e.g. migration quotas, internal passports) will 

shift the PJPF inwards along the jurisdictional transaction cost dimension. The extent of 

locational interdependence (e.g. agglomeration economies ⇔  outwards shift, economic 

integration ⇔ inwards shift) and the cost function for jurisdiction functions (e.g. scale 

economies ⇔ outwards shift) also impact on the social losses from JTCs and the position 

of the PJPF. 

A shift in the PJPF is represented in FIG 6 and FIG 7 below. Transition from PJPF1 
to the new optimum on PJPF2 could take place along any of the three dimensions, 
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depending on which of the three transaction costs has been affected (in this example, it is 

a reduction in political social losses). As has been discussed, the spur to such a transition 
could perhaps be an improvement in market-supporting institutions, or a technological 
change that equalised costs of collective action, or decentralisation to local jurisdictions. In 

the first instance the polity-economy will shift directly inward along the affected dimension 
to the new surface, and secondly it will traverse along the new surface in the remaining 
dimensions until reaching the new optimum point. The allocation of property rights and 

political authority shifts from the upper possibility surface to some point on the lower, 
more efficient, possibility surface and then moves to the new optimum balance of market, 

political, and jurisdictional social losses. 

The political-jurisdictional possibility frontier model comports with the Coasean 

assessment of allocations of property and political authority. In our framework, there are 
two accounts of inefficiency. First, the polity-economy might be positioned somewhere on 
the PJPF that is not the optimum because of an inefficient tradeoff between social losses 

in markets, politics, and jurisdictions. The polity-economy has not yet found the set of 
institutions on the balance minimising total social costs. If optimisation occurs over a long 
time horizon it is certainly possible that a polity-economy could find itself at an inefficient 

position in the short run. Second, the polity-economy might simply be on a relatively 
unattractive PJPF that is far from the origin. The polity-economy could be implementing 
the set of political-jurisdictional institutions that minimises total social losses, given its 

underlying conditions and the PJPF its finds itself on, but could benefit from institutional 
change. This is perhaps not fairly labeled ‘inefficient’ but still provides an account of why 
certain institutional forms might not eventuate. 

These also comport with the previous account of why the institutions of non-territorial 
unbundling only occasionally eventuate. First, perhaps non-territorial unbundling is 

located at the social loss minimising optimum and most polity-economies are simply yet to 
reach it. Second, perhaps non-territorial unbundling corresponds only to allocations of 
property rights and political authority on lower, unobtainable PJPFs. Finally, non-

territorial unbundling might be inefficient; perhaps the optimum for the great majority of 
polity-economies simply does not entail non-territorial unbundling and the institutional 

balances that mimimise social losses correspond to jurisdictional structures of other forms. 
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FIG 6 Transition between political-jurisdictional possibility frontier curves 

 

FIG 7 Transition between political-jurisdictional possibility frontier surfaces 
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3. The political-jurisdictional transformation frontier 

There is yet another possible explanation of inefficient allocations of property rights and 

political authority. It is not just transaction costs that prevent a polity-economy from 

bargaining its way to its optimum point; side payments must also be made. Ruling out 

compensation of former property holders is a sure way to generate inefficient institutional 

outcomes. Moreover, if prospective property holders are lacking in their ability to make 

side payments—perhaps trade in the externality in constitutionally prohibited or wealth 

effects are binding—then initial allocations of property and power might constrain or 

prevent the necessary market, political, and jurisdictional exchanges from taking place. So 

if wealth effects into the bargain are a factor, then distributions of property and power 

matter. Moreover if subjective valuations into the bargain are a factor, then political ideas 

and ideologies matter. 

To incorporate these arguments, this section employs another political economy model 

known as a ‘political transformation frontier’ (Rodrik 2014). This defines the set of 

maximal economic outcomes achievable by a society, given the interests of the elites that 

are in power. In the model, elites don’t allow an institutional change unless they receive a 

sufficient share of the social gains, i.e., it’s in their interests. Like a production possibility 

frontier, the political transformation frontier can be shifted out by ‘political innovations’ 

(new political ideas) that clarify the gains to be made by an institutional change. We 

present a framework describing the set of maximal outcomes—allocations of property 

rights and political authority—achievable by a polity-economy, given the interests of the 

incumbent holders of private property rights and political property rights in franchise. The 

framework adapts the Rodrik (2014) model of interests, ideas, and innovations to examine 

initial allocations impact latter transitions in the political-jurisdictional Coase theorem. 

In the new comparativist political-jurisdictional possibilities framework, it was argued 

that over time a polity-economy will move to the institutional balance (point on its PJPF) 

that minimises the total social costs of market, political, and jurisdictional transaction 

costs. Yet even if we accept the assumption that optimisation does occur over some long 

time horizon, a polity-economy could find itself at an inefficient point on its PJPF in the 
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short run. Moreover, it is far from obvious why this should be only temporary. A more 

general model would allow for the polity-economy to remain away from the optimal 

allocation of property rights and political authority for even very long periods of time, 

perhaps indefinitely. 

Institutional economists (e.g. Olson 1965, 1982; North 1990), public choice and 

constitutional economists (Buchanan & Tullock 1962; Brennan & Buchanan 1985), and 

regulatory economists (Stigler 1971; Krueger 1974; Peltzman 1976) alike have concluded 

that political choice is often to blame for inefficient policies and institutions. Consider, for 

example, a polity-economy in which those with political power (e.g. a dictator, elites, or an 

ascendant social class) accrue economic rents at the expense of the general public (i.e., 

holding political-jurisdictional institutions in a sub-optimal state). Or a democracy beset 

by special interest groups that lobby successfully for inefficient redistributive policies. And 

even besides blatant rent seeking, popular democratic choices are often far from otherwise 

efficient policies and political-jurisdictional institutions, and remain so for sustained 

periods of time. 

As such we require an amendment to the political-jurisdictional possibility model that 

incorporates the role of vested interests in obstructing efficiency enhancing exchanges. The 

approach we propose here builds upon Rodrik’s (2014) concept of a political 

transformation frontier that maps the set of maximal economic outcomes that are 

achievable given the vested interests and elites currently in power. The political-

jurisdictional transformation frontier (PJTF) maps the set of maximal outcomes—in terms 

of the efficiency of economic and political allocations—that are achievable given the 

interests of incumbent holders of property rights and beneficiaries of political reallocations 

in current jurisdictional structures. In the Rodrik (2014) model ‘elites’ are defined as the 

group in society with both veto and agenda-setting power, in contrast to powerless 

‘citizens.’ In the PJTF model ‘incumbent entitlement holders’ are comparable to elites in 

the sense that they have veto power over whether they accept market exchanges for an 

entitlement or political-jurisdictional institutional changes that will see their entitlements 

reallocated. ‘Prospective entitlement holders’ in contrast can make exchange offers or 

agitate for institutional change, but must wait on incumbents to agree to them. 
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FIG 8 Economic possibility frontier and political-jurisdictional transformation frontier 

Both the political transformation frontier of Rodrik (2014) and the political-

jurisdictional transformation frontier are akin to an economic transformation constraint in 

that they describe the actual path a polity-economy takes through its space of institutional 

possibilities. In FIG 8 above the political-jurisdictional possibility frontier corresponds to 

the curve 𝐹𝐹 and its interior. In this model the PJPF shows the social welfare tradeoff 

between incumbent and prospective (de jure) entitlement holders. For instance, a move 

along the PJPF from point 𝐴 to point 𝐵 represents a change in ownership in the polity-

economy, although property is still allocated in an optimally efficient way. The frontier 

corresponds to the total social loss minimising point in the PJPF model, and there are 

potentially multiple. Recall that in the political-jurisdictional Coase theorem the set of 

property allocations that maximises welfare ℙ ∙ 𝑋)  is not necessarily a singleton. The 

interior of the frontier, say point 𝑆 for example, corresponds to the otherwise non-optimal 

portions of the PJPF surface. The curve 𝐹𝐹  expands or contracts in accordance with 

outwards and inwards shifts of the PJPF surfaces in the previous political-jurisdictional 

possibility frontier model. 
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The PJPF model shows the full space of allocations of property rights and political 

authority that are possible for a polity-economy, given the prevalence of market, political, 
and jurisdictional transaction costs. The PJTF model, on the other hand, shows the 
compact trajectory of allocations that the polity-economy actually charts as it undergoes 

political-jurisdictional transformation. The PJTF is a means to describe how a polity-
economy moves within the possibilities space, given the PJPF it finds itself on (so 
incorporating transaction costs) but, moreover, given the interests of incumbents and the 

ability of prospectives to compensate with side payments (so incorporating wealth effects). 
It therefore demonstrates how initial allocations matter in the Coase theorem; that is, how 

distributions of property and power affect the ability of citizens to make side payments. 
The PJPF and the PJTF combine to chart the trajectory a polity-economy takes through 
the space of possible property and authority allocations, and together they furnish a fuller 

model of the political-jurisdictional Coase theorem. 

In FIG 8 above the political-jurisdictional transformation frontier corresponds to the 

curve 𝑇𝑇. It depicts the maximum level of value (i.e., total social welfare) that incumbent 
entitlement holders can accrue in equilibrium, taking into account that other citizens can 
make exchange offers or agitate for reallocative political-jurisdictional changes. The rising 

part of the 𝑇𝑇 curve depicts what Rodrik (2014) calls the ‘goose that lays the golden eggs 
effect.’ Along this portion of the curve, incumbents benefit from the enrichment of other 
citizens, and there is therefore no tradeoff between economic efficiency and incumbent 

interests. That is to say as the polity-economy moves from the origin to the point 𝑆, 
property and authority reallocations are being made, and the gains from market, political, 
and jurisdictional exchanges are being distributed in such a way as to benefit all citizens. 

Importantly, both incumbents and prospectives believe this. Prospective entitlement 
holders have the inclination and means to compensate incumbents with side payments that 
are agreeable to all parties. Wealth effects into the bargain are potentially still a factor, 

though not limiting, and do not prevent efficiency enhancing exchanges from eventuating. 

The declining part of the 𝑇𝑇 curve, in turn, depicts what Acemoglu and Robinson 

(2006) call the ‘political replacement effect.’ Along this portion of the curve, incumbents 
and prospectives can no longer come to agreement on the distribution of gains from 

potential exchanges. That is to say the polity-economy remains at the point 𝑆 because the 
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value that incumbents accrue from holding particular entitlements exceeds the capacity of 

prospectives to make side payments. Put another way, to reach the optimally efficient 
allocation of property rights and political authority requires that incumbents be net 
disadvantaged while prospectives are over-proportionately enriched. Of course, a further 

movement along the 𝑇𝑇 curve to point 𝐶 should be possible, given that it sits on the PJPF 
and, as an optimum, is a Pareto-improvement. Yet Pareto-improving exchanges cannot 
proceed unless accompanied by compensation. There are gains to be made, but 

obstructions in the way: either wealth effects into bargains are limiting (i.e., initial 
allocations prevent efficient allocations from arising) or some reallocative mechanisms are 

unavailable (i.e., certain market, political, or jurisdictional exchanges are prohibited). 

The location and shape of the transformation frontier is codetermined by the subjective 

valuations of incumbent and prospective entitlement holders: beliefs and ideas about the 
value of entitlements, the efficacy of policies, or the effect of a jurisdictional change. Thus 
ideas and ideology also affect the trajectory of political-jurisdictional transformations. 

Moreover, citizens are not always correct in their estimations, which is why many 
exchanges turn out to benefit those who previously opposed them. In FIG 9 below, the 
transformation frontier is the binding constraint on the polity-economy. The allocation of 

entitlements and authority, and overall social welfare, are determined not by technical 
constraints, but by the PJTF trajectory. The polity-economy will remain stationed at 
point 3 inside the PJPF (the status quo point 𝑆 in FIG 8 above) unless new beliefs assuage 

resistance to change and allow the polity-economy to move closer to the efficient frontier. 

According the Rodrik (2014) the ideas-based approach improves on the ‘vested 

interests’ account of the conditions under which political systems move towards efficient 
outcomes. The role of ideas in shaping the transformation frontier further clarifies why 
inefficient policies sometimes persist for lengthy periods of time. Not only do political elites 

favour growth-suppressing policies because they accrue rents that would otherwise 
disappear (without compensation); additionally, elites and citizens both routinely misjudge 
Pareto-improving exchanges. As such, new ideas about the value of entitlements, the 

efficacy of policies, or the effect of a jurisdictional change can serve to unlock the otherwise 
iron grip of vested interests, moderate the effect of the distribution of property and power, 

and enable transformations that enhanced allocations of entitlements and authority. 
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FIG 9 PJTF, pairwise PJPF curve, and PJPF surface illustrating 
an incomplete, suboptimal transformation 
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FIG 10 PJTF, pairwise PJPF curve, and PJPF surface illustrating an optimised 

transformation (political-jurisdictional innovation) 
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FIG 11 PJTF, pairwise PJPF curve, and PJPF surface illustrating an incomplete, 

suboptimal transformation (shift in PJPF) 
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FIG 12 PJTF, pairwise PJPF curve, and PJPF surface illustrating an optimised 

transformation (shift in PJPF and political-jurisdictional innovation) 
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Taking ideas into account provides a more convincing account of both stasis and change 

in political-economic life. The PJPF and PJTF combine to chart the trajectory a polity-

economy takes through the space of possible property and authority allocations. In FIG 10 

above, a polity-economy that would otherwise have settled at a status quo below point 3 

has been affected by innovation in political-jurisdictional ideas. This shifts the PJTF from 

𝑇𝑇 to 𝑇𝑇′ and enables a movement to point 4 on the efficient frontier. FIG 11 above 

depicts the same polity-economy responding to an inward shift of its possibility frontier 

from PJPF1 to PJPF2, perhaps due to a reduction in transaction costs along some 

dimension. In the PJTF diagram this is represented by a shift outward from 𝐹𝐹 to 𝐹′𝐹′, 

however, the new transformation frontier 𝑇′𝑇′ is such that the polity-economy can only 

move to the status quo point 5 and not fully to the efficient frontier. In the PJPF surface 

diagram the polity-economy jumps from the optimum of the upper surface to a 

comparatively more efficient though suboptimal point in the lower surface, and remains 

there. FIG 12 depicts another bout of innovation in political-jurisdictional ideas (PJTF 

shifts from 𝑇′𝑇′ to 𝑇′𝑇′′) and the ensuing movement to point 6 on the efficient frontier. In 

the PJPF surface diagram the polity-economy moves to the optimum of the lower surface. 

In summary, the political-jurisdictional possibility frontier framework enables us to 

analytically consider the alternative means to an efficient allocation of property rights and 

political authority. The efficient institutional choice is determined by the slope of the 

PJPF surface, which varies across countries and over time. In a polity-economy with low 

market transaction costs, comparatively more changes in property rights will be carried 

out in markets, as compared to politically or by jurisdictional change. In others, political 

transaction costs might be lower (and relatively evenly dispensed) allowing for efficacious 

political exchange in bringing about the optimal political-jurisdictional outcome. In others 

still, the comparative social costs of market, political, and jurisdictional exchanges are such 

that citizen mobility or jurisdictional reorganisations are the more efficient mechanism. 

Ultimately, efficient political-jurisdictional institutional design depends on the specific 

characteristics of countries, which can only be discovered empirically. 
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But efficient policies and institutions do not inevitably eventuate. The political-

jurisdictional transformation frontier clarifies how beliefs and ideas about the value of 

entitlements, the efficacy of policies, or the effect of a jurisdictional change also influence 

political-jurisdictional outcomes. New ideas can exert an independent effect on equilibrium 

outcomes even in the absence of changes affecting the possibility frontier, like transaction 

costs, civic capital, or other institutions. Ideas are subject to both manipulation and 

innovation, and beneficial innovations shift the political-jurisdictional transformation 

frontier outward. They enable the capture of efficiency gains in ways that sufficiently 

compensate incumbents and enrich prospectives, thus moving the polity-economy toward 

the optimal allocation of entitlements and authority. On the other hand, harmful ideas and 

ideologies can restrain a polity-economy in a suboptimal status quo position with a certain 

segment of society extracting rents. The preceding analysis can be reversed: transformation 

frontiers shift outward and inward. And moreover, this dynamic unfolds not only under 

authoritarian regimes or elite dictatorships, but also in democracies—with “appeals to 

nationalism, or racism, or ethnocentrism, or religious identity, or some other prejudice or 

fervor unconnected to economic efficiency per se” (Rosser & Rosser 2008: 86). Again, 

ultimately, the function of ideas and ideologies, and the likely political-jurisdictional 

transformation path, depends on the particulars of the society under examination. 
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